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This paper is concerned with the following general problem. If A and B 
are commutative rings with identity such that A[x, ,..., xn] z B[y, ,...,yJ, 
where the {xi} and the (y,} are indeterminates over A and B, respectively, for 
which rings A can it be said that B is necessarily g A. This is clearly equiv- 
alent to the same question where A[x, ,..., XJ = B[y, ,..., yn]. Throughout 
the paper U will denote the ring R[x, ,..., x,] = B[y, ,...,yJ, where the 
{xi} and {yi} are indeterminates over R and B, respectively. We also suppose 
the (yi} are without constant when expressed as polynomials in the (xi}. This 
is possible because we also assume that R C B. Thus, we are considering the 
case where A = R[x]. R and B are both commutative rings with identity as 
are all rings in this paper. The relations between R, B, and U are assumed 
fixed throughout. Assumptions about R, however, will vary. This paper will 
show that B e R[x], at least for R containing the rationals, or Noetherian 
and domain R satisfying some seminormality assumptions. In the terminology 
of [l] the results read: R[x], x an indeterminate, is R-invariant for such rings. 
A counterexample is given showing that not all rings R[x] are R-invariant. 
We make some observations which evolve from the relations U = R[x,,.. .,x,1 = 
NY, ,..., yn] and R C B. 
( 1) B is a$nitely generated R-algebra. 
(2) B is a projective R-module. 
(3) dh,R is finite, where dh,R is the homological dimension of R with the 
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B-module structure induced by the restriction of the map c from U onto R taking 
a polynomial in the (xi> to its constant term. We have the following diagram: 
B - WY, ,..., ml 
R +A R[x, ,..., x,J. 
Proof of (1). Since B g R[x, ,..., x,]j(yl ,..., yJ, the result is immediate. 
Proof of (2). L: : = R[x, ,..., XJ is a free R-module and C; = B @ij Boj 
where {oj} is the set of monomials in the {yi>. Thus, B is a direct summand of 
a free module, and B is a projective R-module. 
Proof of (3). c also induces on R a C:-module structure. Since {x,, ,..., s,] 
is a U-sequence, dh,R = n + 1. [4, p. 1241 The Koszul complex gives a 
finite resolution of R by free C-modules. Since U is a free B-module, every 
free U-module is a free B-module. Hence dh,R G: n -j- I. 
For the sake of convenience we will call a commutative ring R with identity 
steadfast if R[x] is R-invariant. (i.e., R[x, ,..., xn] == B[y, ,..., yJ and R C B 
imply B g R[x].) Whenever we assume R is not steadfast in the paper, the 
corresponding B is understood to be not isomorphic to R[x]. \Ye have one 
result on steadfastness from [l]. “If D is a unique factorization domain, then 
the polynomial ring D[x] is D-invariant.” Thus, unique factorization domains 
are steadfast. 
In section one a number of propositions are given which show that if 
certain nice rings associated with R are steadfast, then R is steadfast. In 
particular we can mod out the nilpotents and then examine localizations of 
a certain subring finitely generated, with identity the original identity. 
A positive answer for each localization yields a positive answer for the original 
ring. 
When R is a reduced local ring with total quotient ring K, it is shown that 
there exists an element x in K[B] with the following property: B E R[x] if 
and only if z E B. This fact is of importance throughout the paper. 
In section two it is shown that reduced, local, pseudogeometric, seminormal 
rings are steadfast. The seminormality assumption implies that a certain 
projective B-module is free, which is the crucial part of this proof. By the 
propositions of section one this result can be extended to domains and to 
Noetherian rings which satisfy some seminormality assumptions. The proof 
that the rationals are steadfast is by contradiction. If  there is a nonsteadfast 
such ring there is one which is reduced, local, pseudogeometric, and maximal 
within its seminormalization with respect to being nonsteadfast. I f  a z above 
is not in some corresponding B we can get a contradiction. 
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After giving the counterexample, some results in the direction of charac- 
terizing steadfast rings are given 
Throughout the paper the author will frequently choose elements of 
u = R[x, )..., x,] = B[y, ,..., yn] with constant term zero when expressed 
in terms of the (xi}. When this is done, the phrase without constant will be used. 
1. REDUCTIONS 
Before beginning the reductions we give a lemma which will simplify the 
proofs at each stage. 
LEMMA 1.1. If B = R[x], x must be an indeterminate over R. (Recall, 
Rh ,...I ~1 = NY, ,...,~nl = u) 
Proof. I f  x is not an indeterminate, z satisfies rjxj + ... + Y,$ = 0, 
Yj f  0, j < ... < k, where we have assumed z is without constant with no 
loss of generality. Suppose u” = cOxO + ... + c,x, + c,+ro,+i + ... -t c,,,o, , 
where {oi} are monomials in {xi} of degree > 2. Clearly, rjcij = 0 for 0 .< i < n, 
so the ideal C generated by c,, ,..., c, is proper. Now let J be the ideal of C 
generated by C and the monomials in the {xi} of degree > 2. U/J = 
R[z, yl a... , yn]/J, which is an R/C module with at most n + I generators. 
The image of z in Uj J is zero and the (y,} are without constant so 
(yi ,..., y,)a C J.) However, U/J is also R[x, ,..., x,]/ J, which is a free R/C 
module on n + 2 generators. Since this is impossible unless R/C :~= 0, z does 
not satisfy any polynomial over R. 
It follows from this lemma that in proving the steadfastness of any R, 
it suffices to show that B = R[z] for some z. This fact will be used without 
further mention. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. If  every jinitely generated subring of a ring R containing 
the identity is steadfast, then R is steadfast. 
Proof. In R[x, ,..., x,] = B[y, ,..., yll], let (6, ,..., 6,: be the set of 
coefficients in B necessary for expressing the {xi} in terms of the [yJ. Let R, 
be the subring of R generated by the identity and the coefficients of 
{b i ,..., b,. , y1 ,..., yll} when expressed in terms of the (~~1. It is easily checked 
that R,[x, ,..., .xn] = B,[y, ,..., y,], where B,, = R,[b, ,..., b,]. Thus, 
B[Y, ,...I y,] = R[q ,..., x,J = &[Rl[x, ,..., ~1 = Bo[Rl[yl ,...,y,l, and 
B = B,[R]. R, is a finitely generated subring of R containing the identity so 
B, := R,[z] for some z. Thus, B = R,[R][z] = R[x] and R is steadfast. _ 
COROLLARY TO THE PROOF. I f  any subring of R which contains R, aboee is 
steadfast, R is steadfast. 
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LEMMA 1.3. If  I is an ideal of R C B, then IB = IU n B. 
Proof. LetbsIUn B, b = ilu,+ ... +i,u, = i,(b, + Tl) + ... + i,(b, + T,), 
where Ti is a linear combination of monomials in {yi} and 6, E B. Since these 
monomials with 1 are a basis for U as a B-module, i1Tl + ... -+ i,T, = 0 and 
b = i,b, + ... + i,b, E IB. Thus, IU n B C IB. The other containment is 
trivial. 
This lemma will usually be applied without mention, but its application 
is implicit in a number of the proofs to follow. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let N be the ideal of nilpotents of R, and suppose that 
R/N is steadfast, then R is steadfast. 
Proof. UjNlJ = R/N[x, ,..., XJ = B/NB[y, ,..., yJ, where the {xi} and 
the {yi} necessarily remain indeterminates over R/N and BjNB respectively. 
R/N steadfast implies B/NB = R/N[ z ] f  or some z in U. Now, B C R[z] + NB, 
so B C R[z] + N2B C ... C R[z] + NkB for any K. Now, suppose B is 
generated over R by Y elements, {b, ,..., b,}. Let N* denote the finite set of 
nilpotents required to express the {bi) as elements of R[z] + NB. It is 
clear that B C R[z] + N*kB for any k. N* is nilpotent as an ideal 
being finitely generated, so N*M = 0, and B _C R[x]. B[y, ,..., yn] = 
Nz, ~1 9.1.) ~nl, which implies that B = R[z] [l]. 
I f  R has no nilpotents, R is called reduced. 
LEMMA 1.5. If  B = R[z] = R[w] C R[x, ,..., xJ, where x and w are 
indeterminates over R without constant, then z = uw for some unit in B. 
Proof. We must have z = zup(w) an w = 24(z). Thus, zw = wzp(w)q(x). d 
Since xw is not a zero-divisor, p(w)q(x) = 1 and p(w) and q(z) are units in B. 
LEMMA 1.6. If  R is reduced in addition to the hypothesis above, z = uw, 
where u is a unit in R. 
Proof. It suffices to show that a unit in R[z] must be in R. Let p(z) = 
To + ... + rnz* and q(z) = s,, + ... + s,.P. Suppose that p(z)q(z) = 1. If  P 
is any prime ideal, p(z)p(x) = i in R/P[%]. Since R/P is a domain, ri = sj = 0 
for all i and j 3 1. Hence, {~~}y=r and {sj}zl are contained in every prime. 
Since R is reduced the intersection of all the primes is 0. Thus, p(z) and n(z) 
are in R. 
LEMMA 1.7. If  T is an R-module and Rn+l E T @ Rn for some integer, 
then T z R. 
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Proof. An+l(R1l+l) g An+r(T @ R”) where An-1-i denotes the (n + 1)st 
exterior power. Thus, 
n+1 
R= c @&(T)@,A n+l-i(Rn) = T @JR R z T. 
i=O 
Let Der,[B, R] denote the set of R-derivations of B into R. Recall that 
Der,[B, R] has a natural R-module structure. 
LEMMA 1.8. Der,[B, R] g R. 
Proof. Der,[B[y, ,..., yn], R] z Der,[B, R] @ Rn via the map which 
sends d E Der,[B[y, ,..., yn], R] to d’ @ d(y,) @ ... @ d(y,), where d’ is the 
restriction of d to B. Note that given any d’ E Der,[B, R] and n-tuple r1 ,..., Y, 
of Rn, there is a derivation d which sends yi to ri and coincides with d’ when 
restricted to B. Since B[y, ,..., yn] = R[x, ,..., x,J and Der,[R[x, ,..., x,], R] s 
Der,[R, R] @ Rn+l = Rn+l, Der,[B, R] @ Rn z Rn+l. Thus, Der,[B, R] z R. 
We also consider Der,[A, B] for any B-algebra, A. Der,[A, B] has a 
B-module structure, where bd is the derivation which takes a to @d(a)) in B. 
We obtain a result similar to the one above. 
LEMMA 1.9. Der,[B, B] g B. 
Proof. The map f: Der,[B[y, ,..., y,], B] --) Der,[B, B] Be Bn such that 
f (4 = d’ 0 d(y,) 0 ... 0 d(yn), w h ere d’ is the restriction of d to B, is a 
B-isomorphism. Der,[B[y, ,..., y,], B] = Der,[R[x, ,..., xn], B] sB 
Bn+l Be Der,[R, B] se Ba+l. The first isomorphism is similar to f,  the 
second comes from the fact that Der,[R, B] = 0. Thus, Der,[B, B] z B 
by Lemma 1.7. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. If  R is a reduced ring and R, is steadfast for every prime 
ideal P of R, then R is steadfast. 
Proof. Since we’re assuming R C B, U and B are both R-modules. Let 
Fp denote the canonical map from U to UP . We have Rp[Fp(xo),..., Fp(x,)] = 
Bp[Fp(yl),..., Fp(yn)], where the {Fp(xi)} and {F,(y,)} remain indeterminates 
over R, and B, , respectively. Since R, is steadfast, there exists zP without 
constant for each P such that BP = RJFp(zD)]. Thus, the quotient R-module 
B/R[z,] becomes zero upon localizing at P. Since B is finitely generated as 
an R-algebra, there exists r(P) E R - P such that Y(P) kills B/R[z,]. Thus, 
B/R[x,] also becomes zero upon localizing at r(P). Since localization com- 
mutes with taking quotients, BrcP) = R+)[W], where W = FT&zs). Now 
let X = Spec R. {XV(P~} is an open cover of X and {XTcPjf = XVcP) n X,} 
is a basis for the Zariski topology. B defines a quasicoherent sheaf of modules 
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on X by assigning the R,(,)f-module Br(P)f to Xrcpjf . R is a reduced ring, 
so any localization of R is also reduced. Thus, by Lemma 1.6 the R+) 
submodule of B,+) generated by FTu,)(zv) is independent of the choice of zy . 
This submodule is isomorphic to R,+) and contains all of the indeterminates 
without constant which generate B,cp) over R,(,) . Further, any of these 
generators remain generators upon further localization, that is B7.cP) =: 
Rr~P~[F,~p)(~,)] implies Brcpjf =: RT(P)f[FT(P)f(~p)]. It follows from this 
discussion that we can define a quasicoherent sheaf of modules on X in the 
following way. Set T(S,(,),) -= Rr(P~fF+)f(~v), the unique submodule of 
B +I, generated by generators without constant of Brcpjf over R,c,,, . I f  
X r(Q)s c Xr@)f ) let restriction from T(X,(,,,) + T(XT(Q)y) be the natural 
map from RrwFrd~J (= RT~p)Prd~DN to %Q),~,vAL~. Finally, 
extend T to all open sets in the canonical way. The category of quasicoherent 
sheaves of modules is equivalent to the category of sheaves of modules of 
the form l@, which is equivalent to the category of R-modules. Since the 
sheaf we have defined is a subsheaf of B, it must be the sheaf E for some 
submodule E of B. 
Consider S(E), the symmetric algebra on E. Letf: S(E) - B be the mono- 
morphism induced by the inclusion map of E into B. There is a corresponding - 
collection of maps from S(E) to B. Since taking a symmetric algebra commutes 
with localization, we have a collection of maps from S(E,.(,,) to B+) . Sincef 
was induced by the inclusion of E in B, these maps are induced by the 
inclusion of ErcP) in B+). Since BTcP) = Rr(p)[Fp(~p)] and E+) -1 R,&‘p(z~), 
S(E,(,,) maps onto RT(P,[Fp(~D)] == BrcP) . Hence, f  maps onto B and 
B g S(E). 
Now consider Der,[B, R] 24 Der,[S(E), R]. It is clear that an element of 
Der,[S(E), R] when restricted to E or the set of one-forms of S(E) regarded 
as a graded algebra is an element of Hom(E, R). By Theorem 63 of [3, p. 2191 
for each element f  of Hom(E, R) there is a uniquely determined element d of 
Der,[S(E), S(E)] of degree -1 such that d = f  when restricted to E. 
d determines an element d* of Der,JS(E), R] by letting d*(x) be the zero-form 
of d(x) when expressed in terms of homogeneous elements of S(E). These 
correspondences are inverse to each other and Der,[B, R] s Hom(E, R). 
By Lemma 1.8, E* = Hom(E, R) g R and E** g Hom(R, R) g R. 
Sow, there is an open cover (XTo,)} of Spec R such that T(X,.(,)) = ET(p) 
is a finitely generated R-module. Thus, E is a finitely generated R-module. 
[7, p. 3901. Since E is locally free, E is also a projective R-module. Since 
finitely generated projective modules are reflexive, E s E** g R. Finally, 
B s S(E) g S(R) e R[s]. 
As a result of Propositions I .2-1.10, we can pass to a reduced local ring 
which is a localization of a finitely generated Z-algebra when trying to prove 
the steadfastness of some R. 
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PROPOSITION 1 .11. If R is a reduced local ring, then its total quotient ying k’ 
is steadfast. 
Proof. Let P1 ,..., P, be the minimal primes of R. Then K is the product 
of the fields K/Pi , and the localization of K at every prime is a field. Since 
fields are steadfast, K is steadfast by Proposition 1.10. 
For the remainder of the section we assume unless otherwise noted that R 
is a local reduced ring which is a localization of a finitely generated Z-algebra, 
and that K is its total quotient ring. 
LEMMA 1.12. If there is a z E B without constant with K[B] = K[z] suclz 
that U[l/x] n K[x, ,..., xn] == U, then B = R[z]. 
Proof. Let b t B C K[x], b = (Y,, + ... + Y,,z?)/s with the (yi} and s 
contained in R. s must divide Y,, in R as x is without constant. Letting 
.T z : (I1 + . ” + T,,‘.p’ -1) js, we get b - Y,,/s = XX and x belongs to U[l/z] n 
K[r, ,..., x,] = U. Thus, s divides yi and repetition of the argument yields s 
dividing yi for all i, and b E R[z]. 
LEMMA 1.13. If R is quasilocal, then B confai?zs an element xL + w where 
the coejkient of the xi term of ul as a polynomial in R[x, ,..., xn] is zero. 
Proof. Let I be the ideal of U generated by M, the maximal ideal of R, 
and the monomials in the (x?} with degree 3 2. U/I = R[x, ,..., x,1/I, which 
is a free R/M module on n + 2 generators. If  the lemma were false, then 
B C R + Iwhich implies U/I = B[yl,...,yJI = (R + I + Ryl + 1.. + Ryn)/I 
which is an R/M module with at most n + 1 generators. Recall the {JJJ 
are without constant so that {ri ,..., J)# _C I. 
Let S denote the set of elements of B which have the form mentioned in the 
above lemma. Since we are assuming R reduced local we are in the case where 
S is nonempty. 
LEMMA 1.14. If S is nonempty and B = R[z] then ux E S for some IA 
invertible in R. Here we aye as usual assuming z without constant. 
Proof. Let w = xi + q E S without constant, and let sroi -t .‘. + skok 
be the expression for z where the {oi} are monomials in the (xi} and si t R 
for all i. Suppose w = yrz + ... + Y,,z”~, so 
I: 
xi + q = Yl c s,oj + ... 
j=l 
+ YWL (,i w)nz. 
Since the monomials are part of a basis of U as an R-module, some oj = .vi 
and ylsj = 1. Thus, l/sj multiplies x into S. 
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LEMMA 1.15. There is a z E K[B] such that z = xi + q(xO ,..., x,), where q 
is without a linear xi term, and K[B] = K[z]. Further, z can be chosen so it has 
the form b/r for some b E B, r a nonxero divisor of R. 
Proof. K[B] [yl ,..., yn] = K[q ,. .., x,]; so since K is steadfast, there is 
a z E K[B], without constant as usual, such that K[B] = K[x]. In fact, we can 
choose z E B such that K[B] = K[x]. Let b E S, which is nonempty by 
Lemma 1.13. Say b = xi + o. Then xi + o = K, + K,x + ... + k,zt, and 
K,z = xi -t w. If  r is the xi coefficient of Z, then k, = l/r. Clearly, r is not 
a zero-divisor, and l/r x generates K[B] over K since z does. Thus, l/r x 
satisfies the requirements of the lemma. 
Let 2 denote the set of all z E K[B] of the form mentioned in the lemma. 
If x E 2, let A, denote the set of elements K E K such that kz E B. Note that A, 
is an ideal of R for each Z, since k(xi + 4(x0 ,..., x,)) E B implies k, the coeffi- 
cient of xi , is in R. 
For the next lemma we need the following: 
THEOREM 1.16. An element 2 u(il ,..., i,) XII ... x$ with a(il ,..., i,) ele- 
ments of a ring S is a zero divisor in S[x, ,..., x,J ;f  and only ;f  there is an 
element s # 0 of S such that sa(il ,..., i,) = 0 for all a(il ,..., i,). S is an 
arbitrary commutative ring with identity. 
Proof. We can reduce at once to the Noetherian case by replacing S by S, , 
the subring generated by {a(& ,..., i,)} and the coefficients of the polynomial 
whichx a(il ,,.., i,) x2 ... x2 kills. I f  n = I, this is a special case of a theorem 
in [8, p. 171. If  n > 1, the theorem follows from the fact that an associated 
prime of 0 in S[x, ,..., xrL] is contained in the expansion of an associated prime 
of 0 in S. This fact, in turn, follows by an easy induction. 
Let G(1) denote the grade of I on R, that is, the length of a maximal 
R-sequence in 1. Recall that an R-module N is faithfully flat if OR iV does 
not affect the exactness of a sequence. In particular, OR iV does not affect 
the grade of a module. 
LEMMA 1.17. If  A, is a proper ideal of R, G(A,) -m: 1. 
Proof. A, + 0 and contains nonzero divisors, so G(A,) 2 I. B is a 
faithfully flat R-module because B is projective and R is local. [5] Thus, 
G(A,) > 2 implies G,(A,B) > 2. S ince A,z _C B, BA,z C B; and by an 
easy exercise in [4, p. 1021, z E B. But then A, is not proper. 
LEMMA 1.18. B E R[x,] ;f and only if Z n B is not empty if and only q 
Z C B. In fact, B := R[z] for any z E Z. 
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Proof. Let z E 2 n B. We will show U[l/x] n K[x, ,..., XJ = U which 
implies B z R[x,] by Lemma 1.12. Thus, suppose 
u/x” = y/s E U[l/z] n KIXo )...) XJ, 
where u, y  E U and s does not divide all the coefficients of y. Then su = yzi 
implies z is a zero divisor in R/(s)[x,, ,..., x,]. By Theorem 1.16, there is an 
m E R such that s does not divide m and mz = su* for some u* E U. If  z E B, 
su* E B and u* E B. Thus, m/s ZE B, and m/SE A, CR. But then s does 
divide m. This contradiction implies u/a” cannot = y/s unless s does divide all 
of the coefficients ofy in R. Thus, U[l/z] n K[x, ,..., xn] = U. 
Now, if B = R[y,] for some y,, E B, then K[B] = K[y,] = K[z] for any 
z E 2. Since y0 may as well be without constant, y,, = kx for some unit k E K 
by Lemma 1.6. Let b E S, Sb = z + z”p(z) = sly0 + ... + sty:, si E R. 
yolk + (Y,/~~P(Y~/~) = sly0 + ... + s,y,t implies yoP = sly0 E B, that is, 
x E B. Since 2 is not empty, Z C B implies Z n B is not empty so we have 
come full circle and the lemma is proved. 
By the grade of a local ring we mean the grade of M on R, where M is the 
maximal ideal; so G(R) is the length of the longest R-sequence in M. 
PROPOSITION 1.19. If  R is a local reduced ring which is not steadfast, the 
grade one localization of R at a minimal prime ideal of A, is not steadfast. 
Proof. I f  there is a B C& R[x] such that R[x, ,..., xn] = B[y, ,..., yn] then 
for any z E Z from Lemma 1.15, A, is a proper ideal of R by Lemma 1.18. 
Let P be a minimal prime ideal of A, . I f  P f  M, consider R,[x, ,..., x,] = 
BAY, ,..., yn]. Suppose B, E RJx]. Let K(R,) denote the total quotient ring 
of R, . Let Z, be the set of elements of K(Rp)[Bp] which have the properties 
listed in Lemma 1.15 relative to R, , K(R,), and B, . 
CLAIM. I f  z E Z, ZE Z, , where z denotes the image of x in K(Rp)[BP]. 
Proof of claim. Let Q = {X E R: X’L’ = 0 for some o $ P>. (Q C P neces- 
sarily.) Suppose x = b/r. K[z] = K[b] = K[B] so K/Q[b] = K[B]/QK[B] 
and K(R,,)[b] = K(R,)[B,]. The coefficient F of xi in b is still a nonzero 
divisor. Thus, l/~ survives in K(R,) and the claim holds. 
By the claim above and Lemma 1.18 z E B, for any 5 E Z. Thus, any z E Z 
has the form a + 4 where a E B and 4 EQK[B]. Let z1$ P such that ZYJ = 0, 
then U’Z = vu E B and n E A, C P which is a contradiction. Thus, B, C+ Rp[x]. 
R, has grade one because its maximal ideal is minimal over a grade one ideal 
(Lemma 1.17). I f  P = M, then R already has grade one by the same reasoning. 
Recall that R has a B-module structure induced by the restriction of the 
constant map to B. 
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PROPOSITION 1.20. dh,R : 1. 
Proof. Let P be a maximal ideal of II containing M, the maximal ideal 
of R. B/MB g R,‘JB[x] since R/IV is a field. Thus, G((B/MB),(,i,,,)) =- I, 
and G(B,i31B,) :-- 1. Let i: R -+ B, be the mapping of R into B, . Kow, 
B, is flat as an R-module; that is, tensoring with B, preserves exact sequences. 
Thus, M C P implies G(B,) = G(R) + G(B, @ R/M) by the following 
result in [6. p. 1541. “Let (A, M, k) and (B, N, R’) be local rings, and A -> B 
a homomorphism taking M into N. If  B is A-flat, then G(B) =~: G(A) -t 
G(B @ k).” Here i2 is R, B is B, , A’ is PB, and the map is j. Now, dhBpR, 
is finite because d?z,R is finite. Thus, G(B,) == G(R) +- dh,,R, and dhBpR == 
G(B, @ R/M) == 1. [4, p. 1251. Now, let P be a maximal ideal of B which 
does not contain M. If  I is the kernel of the constant map restricted to B, 
then R z B/I. Since R is local the only maximal ideal of B which contains 1 
is I + M. Since P $ M, P 3 I and R, =% (B/$ = 0. Hence, dhBpR < 1 
for any P which does not contain M. Thus, dh,R = sup{dlzBpR: P is maximal 
in R] = 1. 
COROLLARY. I f  I is the kernel qf the constant map restricted to B, then I is 
B-projective. 
Proof. 0 -+ I---f B +C’ R - 0 exact implies dh,l = dh,R - 1 == 0. 
2. SOME STEADFAST KINGS AND A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We need the following definition. Let R be a reduced Noetherian ring, 
R’ its integral closure in its total quotient ring, then 3-R K {Y E R’: for all 
s E Spec R, Y,~, t R,. + J(R,‘), where Y, is the image of Y in R,.’ and J(R,‘) is 
the Jacobson radical}. R is called the seminormaZizatio7z of R in R’; and if 
R =~= ‘OR, R is called seminorma2. From [9] we have the following results. 
THEOREM 2.1. 4 R is the largest subring of R’ such that (i) for all x E Spec R 
there is exactl?, one x’ E Spec R’ above x, and (ii) the canonical homomorphism 
from k(x) fo k(x’) is an isomorphism, where k(x) is R,/x. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a reduced Noetherian ring withJinite normalization. 
Let T be an! finite set of indeterminates over R. The canonical homomorphism 
from Pit R to Pit R[ T] is an isomorphism for all T if and only ;f  R is seminormal. 
In Theorem 2.2 Pit R is the group of isomorphism classes of rank one 
projective R-modules under 0. Note that Pit R -= 0 if and only if all rank 
one projectives are free. 
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In order to guarantee finite normalization which we need to apply Theorem 
2.2, we need one more definition. A ring R ispseudogeometric if R is Noetherian 
and if for every prime ideal P of R, R/P satisfies the following finiteness 
condition for integral extensions. If  S is an integral extension of R/P, such 
that the quotient field of S is finitely generated over the quotient field of RIP, 
then S is finitely generated over RIP. 2 is clearly pseudogeometric. Further, 
every homomorphic image of pseudogeometric is pseudogeometric, every ring 
of quotients of pseudogeometric is pseudogeometric, and every ring finitely 
generated over pseudogeometric is pseudogeometric. [8, p. 1311 Since it is 
known that pseudogeometric rings have finite normalization, Theorem 2.2 
applies to these rings. 
LEMMA 2.3. If R is a seminormal pseudogeometric local reduced ring, tken 
all projectice B-modules of constant rank one are free. 
Proof. Since R is pseudogeometric, R has finite normalization. Since R is 
seminormal, Pic[R] g Pit R[x, ,..., r,] = Pit B[y, ,..., y,], by Theorem 2.2. 
R local implies Pit R y= 0. Thus, all projective B-modules of constant rank 
one are free. 
THEOREM 2.4. If  R is a seminormal pseudogeometric local reduced ring, 
R is steadfast. 
Proof. Consider 0 + I + B ---+ R + 0. We have I is B-projective by 
the corollary to Proposition 1.20. Also, I must have constant rank one. Thus, 
I is B-free by Lemma 2.2. Suppose I == Bx. If  B f  R[x] there is a h of least 
degree in the {.x~} such that b E B - R[x]. I f  r is the constant term of b, then 
b - 1’ E I and b - r = b’x. It suffices to show that b’ has lower degree in the 
{.x~} than b. By Lemma 1.13 there is an element in I with xi coefficient one. 
This forces x to have invertible xi coefficient. Now if b’ has degree > degree 
of b - Y, choose a prime which doesn’t contain the coefficient of the term 
of highest degree (total degree). I f  we mod out by this prime, the degree of b’ 
remains the same, the degree of b doesn’t go up, and x still has a term with 
invertible coefficient. Since this is impossible, b’ has lower degree, and the 
theorem holds. 
THEOREM 2.5. If R is a seminormal domain, R is steadfast. 
Proof. Let R[x, ,..., XJ = B[y, ,,.., y,], and let R, and B,, be as in the 
proof of 1.2. R,,[q, ,..., x,] == B,[y, ,..., y,], R, is finitely generated over the 
subring generated by the identity, and B = B,[R]. R, is pseudogeometric, 
so it has finite seminormalization as well as finite normalization. Since R is 
seminormal, -1 R, C R. (The total quotient ring of R, C the total quotient 
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ring of R since R is a domain.) It suffices to show ~+R, is steadfast. Further, 
(+R,), is seminormal for each prime P by the following corollary from [9]. 
“If A is seminormal in B and S is a multiplicative system of A, then S-lA is 
seminormal in S-lB.” Thus, the result follows from Proposition 1.10 and 
Theorem 2.4. 
THEOREM 2.6. If  R is such that R/N - h LU ere N is the ideal of nilpotents is 
Noetherian and seminormal, R is steadfast. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.4 it suffices to prove that if R is reduced Noetherian 
seminormal, R is steadfast. The proof is almost identical to the one above 
except that we must enlarge Ro by adjoining a finite number of zero-divisors 
so that the total quotient ring of R, is contained in the total quotient ring of R. 
We also need the fact that in the reduced Noetherian case taking the total 
quotient ring commutes with localization. The remainder of the proof is the 
same. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R be a local reduced ring of lowest Krull dimension 
which is not steadfast, and suppose R[xO ,..., xn] = B[y, ,..., y,J but B $ R[x]. 
Let R* be a maximal extension of R between R and its seminormalization +R 
such that Z $ R*B. (If we let R* be th e seminormalization, Z C R*B because R* 
is steadfast and Z relates to R* and R*B as it does to R and B. See Lemma 1.18 
and defkitions preceding Theorem 1.16.) Then, if R* has maximal ideal M*, 
G(M*) = 1 and there is an element a E +R such that: 
(1) Z C R*[a]B so that R*[a][z] z R*B[a], 
(2) M*R[a] C M*, and 
(3) there is no ring between R* and R*[a]. 
Proof. M* must be minimal over A,* for any z, since if it were not 
we could localize further to get a nonsteadfast ring of lower Krull dimension 
by Proposition 1.19. Since the Krull dimension of R* is the same as the Krull 
dimension as R, this would be a contradiction. Since G(A,*) = 1, G(M*) = 1. 
Now let a be a coefficient occurring in the expression of an arbitrary x E Z 
in terms of the {xi} with coefficients in 3-R such that a $ R*. Since R*[a] 3 R*, 
R*[a] is steadfast, Z C B[a], and (1) holds. 
Let m E M*. If  man 6 R* for some n, then Z C B[man], which implies 
a E R*[man]. In this case, a = r,, + rl(mun) + ... + rk(man)k and a E R* + 
mR*[a]. By an easy induction a E R* + m”R*[a] for all s. M* is a minimal 
prime of AZ*, so M*N _C A,* for some N. a is integral over R* so at -t ... + 
r,a + r,, = 0 for some t, {ri}. Thus, every element of R*[a] can be expressed 
as a polynomial in a with degree < t - 1. aA,* _C R* because z/l,* C B. 
Thus, mN(t-l)R[a] C A, *tplR*[a] C R*, and a E R* contradicting the assump- 
tion that man # R*; in fact M*R[a] C M* and (2) holds. 
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Finally, suppose R* C R, C R*[u]. Then, R* C R, implies 2 _C R,[B]. 
Therefore, the coefficients of each x E 2 are in R, . In particular a E R, , 
so R, = R*[a], and [3] holds. 
THEOREM 2.8. If R contains a copy of the rationals, R is steadfast. 
Proof. Suppose R is not steadfast. By Proposition 1.4, RjN is not steadfast, 
where A’ is the ideal of nilpotents. By the proof of Proposition 1.2 there is a 
reduced pseudogeometric ring containing the rationals which is not steadfast. 
By Proposition 1.10, there is a reduced local pseudogeometric nonsteadfast 
ring. Therefore, we can in addition assume R is as in Proposition 2.7. Now 
Der,[B, B] C Der,[,$R[a][u], K[z]] as B C R[u][z] = B[a] C K(B), where 
K(B) is the total quotient ring of B. Further, z = b/r for some b E B, and 
l/y E K by Lemma 1.15; so d E Der,[B, B] extends uniquely by setting 
d(u) = 0, d(z) = l/r d(b). Thus, Der,[B, B] G H = {u E K[z]: up’(z) E B) 
for all p(z) E B with coefficients in R[a]. This is just the fact that an element 
in DerRrnl[R[a][a], K[z]] is determined by its action on Z. By Proposition 2.7 
M C H C K[z]. Since by Lemma 1.9, Der,[B, B] z B, there is a u E H such 
that II = uB. By Lemmas 1.13 and 1.15 there is a p(a) E B of the form 
z + Zig. up’(z) = u + u(2zq(z) + .z~ -k P’(Z)) E B so the constant term 
of up’(z) which is, say s must be an element of R. Since x is without constant, 
the constant term of up’(a) = the constant term of u. Thus, u has constant 
term in R. I f  the constant term s were in IN’, M C uB would imply M C sR. 
This implies because R is reduced that R is a discrete valuation ring. (M prin- 
ciple implies that the only zero-divisors are nilpotent elements, and we get R 
a local domain with principle maximal ideal.) Since discrete valuation rings 
are unique factorization domains, we would have R steadfast in this case. 
Hence, we can assume s $ M, so s is invertible. Now let m E M be a nonzero 
divisor. M contains nonzero divisors since R is not steadfast and therefore 
cannot be its own total quotient ring. m = ub implies the constant term of b 
is a nonzero divisor. Then if u has degree n > 0 in K[x], choosing the highest 
degree term of b which does not kill the nth degree term of u yields a 
noncancellable term of ub which is not in R. Since ub was in R, we must 
have u = s E R. Since s was invertible, II = B. This implies that the 
element of Ders[R[a][z], K[z]] which takes z to 1, takes B into B; that is, 
B is closed under differentiation. B C R[u][x] so if B $ R[z], let b be an 
element of B of least degree in z as an element of R[a][z] such that b $ R[z]. 
Suppose b = so + slx + ... + s,znC, si E R[a]. b’ = s1 + 2s2.z + ... + ms,.zm-l 
must be in B. Thus, isi E R for all i > 1. Since we have assumed R 
contains the rationals, si E R for all i 3 1. z without constant implies s,, E R 
also, so b E R[z] contrary to its choice. Thus, we must have B _C R[z]. By 
Lemmas 1.13 and 1.15 there is an element u” + x24(z) in B. Since Mzi C B 
481/35/I-3-2 
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we have an element in B which is monk in z. Thus, n! x E B for some n, 
and z E B. Lemma 1.18 implies R is steadfast, and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let R be a reduced ring which contains a copy of the integers 
such that the prime integers generate prime ideals, then R is steadfast. (Here we 
allow R as a prime ideal.) 
Proof. R[x, ,..., x,] = B[y, ,..., m] and if R* = R[Rats] and B* = 
B[Rats] then B C R*[z] for some z E B without constant term. We show that 
B = R[x]. Let b E B _C R*[x]. Say, b = (rO + rlx + ... -+ r,,Lz”)jn for some 
integer 11. By induction on the number of primes in a factorization of n, we can 
assume n is prime. n divides r,, as z is without constant. Thus, b - r,/n = 
z(rl + -*. + r&F-l )/n which implies n divides z or n divides r1 + ... + r,,z”-1. 
Since z could have been chosen so that no integer divides it in B, we must 
have that n divides rr j- ... -t- r,z?-l. Therefore, rJn E R, etc. Finally, 
B C R[z], so that B = R[z]. 
We now give an example to show that not all commutative rings with 
identity are steadfast. 
EXAMPLE. Let R = .Z,[aP, a p+l], B = R[Z - aZP, 2x’]. Then, B[W] =:= 
R[U, V], where U = 2 - a(Z + aW)“, V = W +- (Z + aW)“. Note that: 
W = V - (U + aV)“, 
Z” = Up + aP(U + aV)P’, 
Z - aZp = U + aP+l W. 
However, B g R[x] since B[a] = R[a][z] would imply by Lemma 1.6 that 
.z’ -= ux where u is a unit in R[a] and x is a generator without constant. It is 
clear that R could have been any reduced ring with positive characteristic p 
such that for some reduced extension R’, there exists an a E R’ - R such that 
ap, ap+l are in R. Also, R could have had characteristic zero if in addition 
pai E R for all i. 
We give two more results from [9] on seminormality. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let A be seminormal in B, and let K be the conductor 
of A in B. Then K is equal to its radical in B. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. If A is Noetherian and B is integral of jinite type over A, 
then the conductor of A in B+A is not an intersection of primes of B+A. 
PROPOSITION 2.10*. If R is seminormal, R has the following property: 
if an, an+l are in R, where a is in the total quotient ring of R, then a E R. 
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Proof. R seminormal in its integral closure implies R seminormal in R[a]. 
This is immediate from Theorem 2.1. (Actually, 2.1 with R’ replaced by an 
arbitrary integral extension B of R. It is clear how $R is defined.) Now an, 
a”+l R imply that a”, ak+l,... are all in R for some k. Thus, ak is in the con- 
ductor of R in its integral closure. By Proposition 2.10, a E R. 
PROPOSITION 2.11*. If R is a pseudogeometric ring which has the propert?, 
above, then R is seminormal. 
Proof. Suppose R is not seminormal, then the conductor of R in +R is not 
a radical ideal of +R. If  the radical v’?? C R, then there exists Kr’ E \/?? +R 
such that Kr’ $ R. However, (hr’)n E K for some n. Thus, in any case, there 
is an element a of +R - R such that an, a n+l E R, which is a contradiction. 
THEOREM 2.12. If  R is a reduced pseudogeometric ring with positive 
characteristic p, which is not seminormal, R is not steadfast. 
Proof. Since R is not seminormal there exists an element a E K - R 
such that ak, ak+l ,... are all in R. 
Pick m such that anLp, anzp+l are both in R. Let B = R[Z - uZmp, Zp]. Then 
B[W] = R[U, V], where U = Z - a(Z + CZW)~~, and I’ = W + (Z +aW)mg. 
It follows from Theorem 2.9, however that in the characteristic zero case, 
R need not be seminormal to be steadfast even if R does not contain the 
rationals. We do have the following, however: 
PROPOSITION 2.13. If  R is not steadfast, R/N has a subring R, such that 
for some R, algebra S we can jind a B such that B = S[Z - aZ”, Zp] and 
B[W] = S[U, V], where a q4 S, but ap, aP+l E S. 
Proof. By 1.4, 1.2, 1.10, and 2.7 there is a nonsteadfast S which is an R, 
algebra and which satisfies the conditions in 2.7 (i.e., S is reduced local and 
(l), (2) and (3) hold). Since S cannot contain a copy of the rationals, there is 
a prime integer p such that p E M. Let f be the polynomial of least degree 
which a satisfies over S/M in S[u]/MS[a]. Let f  = f 41 ... f$ where the fi are 
irreducible, then 
S[a].:Ms[a] = S[a]/Mr Sjilqaq(f) E s::M[x],:(ff’) x ... x S,‘M[x]l(f~) 
[6, p. 31. S[a] lies between the local rings S and +S which is integral over S. 
Thus, by the Lying Over Theorem S[a] is local. Thus, S[a]/M z 
S/M[x]/( f ) s S/M[x]/( f 2) x ... x S/M[x]/(f~:) is also’local. This implies 
that k = 1. Let f = fr and t = t, . Suppose t = 1, in which case S[a]/M is a 
field and ill is the maximal ideal of S[a]. Then S C S[a] C +S are all local 
rings with maximal ideals M, MS[a] = M and ‘AM, respectively. By (ii) of 
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Theorem 2.1 S/M g +SIfM via the map induced by the inclusion of S in +S 
taking M into +M. This map is the composition of the natural maps from 
S/M into S[a]/M and from S[a]/M into +S/+M. But, then S[a]/M g +S,l+M. 
However, S/M[x]/( f  ) z S[a]/M can only be isomorphic to S/M if f  is linear, 
which is not the case. Thus, the supposition that t = 1 leads to a contra- 
diction. 
Now let g = ft-r, and let h be a polynomial in S[x] whose image in S/M[a] 
is g. g(n) $ S/M where a is the image of a in S[a]/M. Thus, k(a) $ R. Since 
there are no rings strictly between S and S[a], S[h(a)] = S[a]. Sinceg”(2) = 0 
in S[a]/M for k 3 2, hi(a) E M with i > 2. Thus, al?, aP+l E R and the 
example can be constructed. 
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